Appendix 1: Derivations of PP(s)
The post-probability term In our simulation experiment, the sequencing depth follows a Poisson distribution, hence ( | ) ( ; ) P r cD Poisson r cD  . # of  clones  chr1  103 460  143 126  246 586  10 682  chr2  108 452  157 679  266 131  10 422  chr3  88 574  133 186  221 760  8486  chr4  100 805  135 988  236 793  8192  chr5  74 138  128 569  202 707  7752  chr6  74 365  131 053  205 418  7332  chr7  70 721  108 796  179 517  6820  chr8  68 348  107 238  175 586  6272  chr9  53 403  82 059  135 462  6052  chr10  62 513  99 024  161 537  5808  chr11  68 580  93 405  161 985  5784  chr12  61 680  90 599  152 279  5736  chr13  56 194  71 230  127 424  4934  chr14  40 133  62 186  102 319  4600  chr15  38 693  53 213  91 906  4394  chr16  37 033  61 856  98 889  3872  chr17  33 697  47 622  81 319  3478  chr18  39 712  55 992  95 704  3346  chr19  24 911  43 608  68 519  2534  chr20  25 208  43 414  68 622  2700  chr21  18 504  27 984  46 488  2062  chr22 13 189 27 057 40 246 2198 Figure S1 . The lengths of simulated clones follow a Poisson distribution. In the chosen design, the percent of clones that participate in each pool was 20%, the data throughput for each pool was 3.5 GB and the number of pools was 70. Figure S7 . Distribution of the number of variants in the clones that were missed and recovered, respectively, for chromosome 1. False negative clones represent those derived from chromosome 1 but were missed in the recovered clone set and true positive clones represent those derived from chromosome 1 and that were assigned correctly. Figure S12 . Comparison of the accuracy for the perfect assembly and the assembled haplotypes generated by our method (OPS) and Lo's method. The bottom plot is a magnified part of the top one. The vertical black bar stands for false negative variants in the assembled haplotypes, the purple for switch variants and the red for false positive variants. The purple marks indicate that Lo's method with 24 pools produces more switch errors. Figure S13 . A-B. Two examples for breaks and false linkages in the assembled haplotypes of Lo's method. The assembly for the perfect scenario. Table S6 . The statistics of the decoding rate and haplotyping contigs under different overall sequencing depths for a pool. Different columns represent different overall sequencing depths for each pool. In our experiment 25 000 × was chosen, which obtained over-required ability. "Avg het" represents the average number of heterozygous variants on a haplotype contig. The overlapping pooled clone sequencing-based haplotyping (our method) using 980 GB sequencing data. Table S8 . The time statistics for each step of our simulation experiment on a Dell T630 workstation with 32 CPUs (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630). Different columns represent different steps and the decoding column represents the time consumed using our decoding programs. In our experiment, clones were divided into eight blocks with 70 pools in each block; variants were called from all the pools separately. Hence, the first three rows list the time consumed by one pool, one block and eight blocks respectively. Because we produced and mapped reads for the whole genome but only analyzed the alleles in chromosome 1, we estimated the time required by the calling variants and decoding steps for the whole genome haplotyping. The time for whole-genome analysis was estimated as 10 times that used for analysis of chromosome 1, because the length of chromosome 1 is about one-tenth of the whole genome. Table S9 . The time statistics for each step of our simulation experiment on a Dell T630 workstation with 32 CPUs (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630) when the disk storage allowed. In each block, the sequencing data from the 70 pools were integrated together and then used for calling variants. Accordingly, the time for calling variants could be vastly reduced. The time for whole-genome analysis was estimated as 10 times that used for analysis of chromosome 1. Figure S15 . The statistics for the number of non-reference alleles called from the pooled sequencing data of the 1st block. The input set denotes all the non-reference alleles that carried by the clones in the 1st block. The green circle denotes the set of non-reference alleles called from 70 pools separately. The red circle denotes the set of non-reference alleles called from the integrated sequencing data of these 70 pools. Results showed there is no big difference between the two sets of non-reference alleles, respectively called from separate pools and integrated sequencing data of a whole block.
